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In the sitting room of this 
Golden Triangle Paris 
apartment, decorator 

Damien Langlois-Meurinne 
custom-designed the White 

Rain rug, the sofa and the 
chests of drawers. Above the 

fi replace, a wall sculpture 
by Curtis Jeré. 'Utah' coff ee 

table by Jose Leite de Castro 
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rench decorator Damien Langlois-Meurinne’s earliest 
design infl uences date back to his childhood holidays in 
Greece. “When I was small, we’d go to tiny islands, like 
Kimolos,” he recalls. “Tourism there was still in its 
infancy. We’d sleep on the beach under the stars and it 
was quite extraordinary.” 

The memory proved to be the inspiration for his best-
selling product, the Last Night chandelier, which he 
placed above the dining table in this four-bedroom 
apartment in Paris. “It’s based on the idea of the night 
sky,” he says. “Allusions to the natural world are a way of 
bringing a touch of poetry to my interiors.”

Since setting up his own practice in 2003, Langlois-
Meurinne has designed furniture collections for Zimmer + 
Rohde and Sé in London, and also 
developed his own line, which has 
fans such as New York-based 
decorator Muriel Brandolini and 
fashion designer Alber Elbaz. He 
has also completed numerous 
interiors projects, ranging from a 
house in Saint-Tropez to a series 
of boutiques and day spas in 
China for Biologique Recherche. 
Few have been quite as well-
situated as this apartment, which 
he decorated for a Middle 
Eastern couple; located at the heart of Paris Golden 
Triangle, it is a short stroll from the Champs-Elysées.

Previously home to the offi  ces of a fi lm production 
company, the space had been divided into a warren of 
small rooms. “It was quite diffi  cult to see its spatial 
potential,” recalls Langlois-Meurinne. Still, once he 
started to rework the fl oor plan, he quickly realised that it 
off ered a number of advantages, including the possibility 
to create a very clear distinction between the reception 
areas and bedrooms, which are accessed via an 18-metre-
long corridor.

Connecting the two, the entrance foyer is the 
apartment’s most dramatic space. It features a domed 
plaster ceiling, which Langlois-Meurinne compares to a 
sun, and a star-like Italian chandelier. “It’s interesting for 
an entry hall to be quite theatrical,” he says, “It’s not a 
space where you spend much time so you can let go a 
little.” He is also a fi rm believer that every room should 

have a distinct personality, but that there should also be visual 
links between them. “It creates a feeling of cohesion and fl uidity, as 
well as a sense of discovery,” he adds.

There are repetitions of camel and burnt orange tones in several 
rooms, as well as an extensive use of brass accents, such as light 
fi xtures, door handles and bathroom hardware. “It’s a material that 
brings a touch of warmth and a certain sophistication to an 

interior,” Langlois-Meurinne says. He is 
also a big fan of integrating niches and 
alcoves into his schemes as ‘they help to 
create intimacy’. Nowhere is this more 
evident than in the master suite, where 
he installed a velvet-clad screen to frame 
the bed. “It endows the room with a 
certain nobility and the bed becomes 
almost like a throne.”  

Other constants of Langlois-
Meurinne’s work include strong 
perspectives (doorways are edged with 
brushed-bronze arches) and a graphic 

use of materials, as witnessed by the limba-wood bookshelves in 
the study and the book-matched Calacatta marble in the kitchen. 
The functional aspect of the latter has been concealed as much as 
possible, with appliances discreetly tucked away. In their place, he 
has added an unusual amount of decoration. The shelves above the 
double sink, for instance, are used for displaying sculptures and 
artwork rather than foodstuff s or utensils. Similarly, Langlois-
Meurinne hung a circular painting by Desirée Engelen above the 
tub in the master bathroom. “I wanted to move away from a more 
utilitarian aesthetic,” he explains. “It becomes a space where you 
could almost spend time reading a book.”

One of his clients’ requests was that he curate an art collection 
specifi cally for the apartment. Working with the Paris-based 
consultancy Aster Art, Langlois-Meurinne brought together an 
elegant selection of abstract works, which he fi nds ‘more 
suggestive and timeless than fi gurative paintings’. Particular 
emphasis was placed on canvasses with textural qualities, such as 
Pierre Bonnefi lle’s Carbon painting in the entry hall and the two 
untitled Thomas Fougeirol oil paintings on linen to either side of 
the sitting room fi replace. One exception is the wall sculpture in 
the dining room, consisting of a burst of blue glass dots. Its colour 
evokes the Mediterranean, its pattern the constellations in the 
night sky. It comes as little surprise to discover who created it: 
Langlois-Meurinne himself. 

“It's INTERESTING 
for an entrance to 
be THEATRICAL- 
to let go a little”
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In the entrance hall, the 
striking 'Waldorf' 

chandelier by Arteriors 
hangs above the 'Anya' 
table by de Castro. The 
fl ooring is French blue 

marble with brass inserts 
and the 1969 artwork on 

the left-hand wall is by 
Marc Cavell
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In the study, a bronze sculpture by Frederick Kenett references the Geometry Table by Duistt and the Ana Roque chair. The niche is clad in limba wood
Opposite: Foxy armchairs by Ana Roque have been upholstered in Pierre Frey's velvet Opera fabric, and the limba wood and brass credenza is another 

Langlois-Meurinne custom design

“Allusions to the natural world bring 
A TOUCH OF POETRY to my interiors”
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In the dining room, the 
'Last Night' chandelier by 

Langlois-Meurinne was 
inspired by the designer's 

childhood holidays in 
Greece. He also created the 

marble-top table, the rug 
and credenza. The white 

artwork is by Jason Martin 
while the blue piece is by 

Jack Pierson. 'Rhodes' 
chairs by Edition DLM
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Tios serro tempe voles 
eosam que consed quis quis 
et ad eatempo ratisquiam 
aut abor accae labo. 
Ditinctem ressin nus 
magnis et fugitam facesto 
doluptas est re ipsa sit adi 
cuptatia volum laborec 
tibus, sequas ulpa dolorem 
fugitam facesto doluptas 
est re ipsa sit adi cuptatia
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In the master bathroom, items refl ected in the Langlois-Meurinne-designed mirror include the 'Imogene' chandelier by Arteriors, a 
Désirée Engelen painting and a custom vanity made of Corian. Opposite: Calacatta marble is used throughout the kitchen, where 

appliances are tucked away and art is at the forefront

“I wanted to MOVE AWAY from 
a UTILITARIAN aesthetic”
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Langlois-Meurinne 
designed the Dedar velvet 
and brass screen behind 
the bed in the master 
bedroom. Here, he also 
showcased some of the 
owners' curated art 
collection, including 
Pierre Bonnefi lle's 2016 
Bronze Painting 44 


